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                Badgy Solutions
                Badgy offers two complete solutions, Badgy100 and Badgy200, to instantly create and print your personalized cards and badges.

                
                    See our solutions
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                Need some inspiration?
                
                    Discover our template library
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				Create and print your own badges
				

									with Badgy all-in-one solutions
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				Professional-looking personalized cards in minutes
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						Professional-looking personalized cards in minutes
					

					
						With Badgy, everything is included in the box, even the first set of consumables!

They’re easy to use and will give you high-quality personalized badges in just 3 simple steps:

	Install the Badgy solution on your computer and connect the printer,
	Choose your free card template and personalize it with the included design software,
	Print your card in less than a minute.
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                    Easy-to-use
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                    Professional appearance
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				8 reasons to create your own cards and badges

				We know that managing your employee badges, membership cards, or loyalty cards can be a real headache.

It’s time to choose a complete personalized plastic card printing solution. With Badgy you can create your cards and badges independently!

Discover all the advantages in our complete guide.



									
						Download the guide
						
					
							

		

	



			
			
				
					
						Forget about laminated paper cards or online suppliers, print your own personalized plastic cards!

Perhaps you have opted to create your cards on paper and then laminate them. Although this may seem to be the most economical choice for your organization, it has many disadvantages. In addition to taking a lot of time to print, fill in, cut out, and laminate your cards, the final result is often unpredictable, low-quality, and easily damaged.

So why not use an external supplier? You will clearly get professional quality badges, but these suppliers also impose a number of constraints: delivery times, minimum order quantities, etc. The cost of your cards can become excessive without you even getting the benefit of a service adapted to your needs.

With Badgy, you have everything you need to make on-demand card printing easy. Create and print your badges as you need them—one at a time or in small batches. The cost per card is reduced and you get professional, long-lasting personalized badges in minutes. No more waiting time or extra costs!

With Badgy, you save both time and money!
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            An all-in-one solution for printing your own cards
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                            Intuitive software for creating and personalizing badges: Evolis Badge Studio in Standard or Plus versions.
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                            2 solutions: Badgy100 and Badgy200. Each solution includes a card printer and a consumables pack: ribbon, blank PVC cards, and a cleaning card
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                            An online template library offering customizable card templates to download for free.

                                                    

                                    

                

            

                            
                    Discover our solutions
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                                        Companies

                                                                                    Stand out with professional badges that reflect your brand image.
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                                        Stores

                                                                                    Build customer loyalty with personalized cards.
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                                        Clubs & Associations

                                                                                    Facilitate access to your organization with cards that reflect your image.
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                                        Schools

                                                                                    Identify students and employees with multi-function school badges.
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                                        Local Government

                                                                                    Promote your local services with cards for all your needs.
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                                        Healthcare Facilities

                                                                                    Secure your premises by identifying staff, patients and visitors.
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            They chose Badgy, and they'll tell you why!

            
                
                                            
                            
                                The printed cards are of good quality and the printer is very quick and easy to use. I recommend this solution to other in-home care providers like ours
                                                                    Read more
                                                            

                            Emiley Stevens, Office Manager at the Port Orchard, WA office

                        

                                            
                            
                                I work in the prop department for film and television, and Badgy is an essential part of my kit. The software is easy and intuitive, and I use it to create a wide range of custom props, from credit cards and faux drivers' licenses to hospital badges and backstage passes. My Badgy projects have appeared in programs for Netflix, Apple TV, and ABC/Hulu. It is a versatile device that produces unparalleled quality in the convenience of my own office. It saves us so much time and money. I absolutely recommend Badgy for any ID printing needs and more.
                                                            

                            Cary Williamson, Property Buyer for Film & TV

                        

                                            
                            
                                We chose an approach which is both attractive and ecological, as plastic badges are much easier to reuse than paper ones. They are also higher quality, which is important for our brand image.
                                                                    Read more
                                                            

                            Sébastien Hoeltgen, Corporate Event Specialist at Lombard International Assurance

                        

                                            
                            
                                It's a practical and economical solution, adapted to our constraints, which are responsiveness and flexibility. I also like the infinite possibilities in terms of graphic design and templates.
                                                                    Read more
                                                            

                            Elsa Barrault, ESPL Angers

                        

                                            
                            
                                Thanks to the Badgy card printers, we can work faster and are totally independent of external service providers. It is easy to use and gives a very reliable indication of the ribbon's level of use.
                                                                    Read more
                                                            

                            Mr Kunath

                        

                                    

            

            
                                    
                        
                            
                        
                        

                        
                            
                        
                    

                                                    
                        See all the testimonials
                        
                    
                            

        

    


	

	
    
        
            Need more information?

            
                

    
                                                                
        
            
                What is included in each solution?
                
            
                            
                    
                                                                                    The Badgy100 and Badgy200 solutions include everything you need to create and print your first cards:

	a card printer,
	design software,
	consumables (cards, print ribbons, and a cleaning card),
	connection cables,
	and documents to help you get started with your Badgy printer.



                                                                        

                

                    


    
                                                                
        
            
                What types of cards can be printed with Badgy solutions?
                
            
                            
                    
                                                                                    Badgy is the ideal solution for printing many types of cards: from employee badges to cafeteria cards, from loyalty cards to membership cards, and much more.

For more details relating to your business, please visit our dedicated pages: Company, Store, School, Club & Association, Local Government, Healthcare Facilities.


                                                                        

                

                    


    
                                                                
        
            
                How can I create cards easily?
                
            
                            
                    
                                                                                    The Evolis Badge Studio software is the perfect tool to help you create your cards. You can open one of the many templates included in our software or in our template library and personalize it, or create your own design with the same software.

For more information, download our guide here.


                                                                        

                

                    


    
                                                                
        
            
                Are the solutions easy to use?
                
            
                            
                    
                                                                                    Badgy is a very user-friendly card printing solution. No advanced training is required, even for novice users:

	an all-in-one and ready-to-use solution (including software and consumables),
	card printers operate in the same way as standard office printers,
	very intuitive Evolis Badge Studio® card design software for both PC and Mac users: personalize

your badges in just a few minutes
	wide selection of online templates to help you design your cards
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                    Where to buy your Badgy?
                

                                    
                        Badgy products are available in over 60 countries worldwide.

We can tell you which dealer is closest to you.
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                                                                Published on
                                    17 October 2023
                            

                            Badgy launches the vCard feature to make life easier
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                    Do you have a question or need more information?

                    The Badgy team is here to listen and respond to all your needs.

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                Contact us
                        
                    
                

            
                            
                    Our brochure

                    Read about our solutions in detail in our dedicated brochure.
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                Legal Notices               

                            
	
                Privacy Policy               

                            


            



            
                Badgy is an Evolis brand. The Evolis group offers a complete range of plastic card personalization solutions designed for the identification of people and goods.
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